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The aim of this study was to examine the role of gender in the process of workplace
bullying. In particular, we examined how gender affects reported prevalence rates
and health consequences of bullying. In addition, we pay particular attention to
if the measurement method – self-labelling or behavioural experience methods –
affects potential gender differences. A longitudinal study, with two measurement points
18 months apart, was conducted in Sweden (n = 1854 at T1; n = 1096 at T2). It was
a probability sample out of a population of all 3.3 million people in Sweden working at
workplaces with ten or more employees. The results showed a slightly higher tendency
for women to self-label as bullied (8% vs. 6%), while a higher proportion of men than
women could be labelled as bullied based on the negative acts they had been exposed
to (21% vs. 14%). Exposure to negative acts was associated with more subsequent
mental health problems for both men and women, whereas self-labelling was associated
with mental health problems for men only. Mental health problems at baseline also
increased the risk of bullying for both men and women; however, the measurement
method affected if the effect was stronger for men or women. Overall, the study
advances our understanding of the role of gender in bullying, in particular highlighting
the importance of the measurement method for understanding such gender differences.
Keywords: workplace bullying, gender, mental health, longitudinal study, probability sample, prevalence,
measurement
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There is a wide agreement that workplace bullying is a serious work environment problem that
has severe consequences for the exposed (Nielsen and Einarsen, 2012, 2018; Arenas et al., 2015;
Nauman et al., 2019; Nielsen et al., 2019; Reknes et al., 2019). However, there is less agreement about
the causality, the process, and possible moderators and mediators (Nielsen and Einarsen, 2018).
In particular, when it comes to gender and gender differences in regard to causality and process
results are mixed and inconclusive (Salin et al., 2013; Salin, 2018), calling for further research
to understand the significance of gender in the bullying process. The current study contributes
with new knowledge on gendered aspects of both exposure and the consequences of workplace
bullying. We also investigate and contrast the two most commonly used methods of measurement
of workplace bullying (Nielsen et al., 2020b) as the choice of measurement method may affect
gender differences found.
As for the prevalence of bullying, many studies report no gender differences at all (e.g.,
Giorgi et al., 2014; Tsuno et al., 2015), while others find differences (e.g., Cunniff and Mostert, 2012;
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mental health, and how different measures of bullying, that is,
self-labelling versus behavioural experience methods, may affect
gender differences found.
The study contributes to the understanding of bullying and
gender by examining the role of gender in a national, largescale probability sample. Also, we examine the role of gender
in the association between bullying and mental health using a
longitudinal design, in contrast to previous studies that have
typically been cross-sectional. A further strength of the study
is that it includes two different methods of measuring bullying
in the same study, allowing to examine how the measurement
method affects gender differences found.

Giorgi et al., 2013). A recent meta-analysis on the gender of the
victims showed that women were over-represented (Zapf et al.,
2020). However, the authors noted that the fact that women were
also substantially over-represented in the total sample, consisting
of 55 studies, largely could explain this difference between men
and women. Nevertheless, a majority of the studies showing
gender differences indicate that more women are bullied than
men. In a review of research on gender and workplace bullying
(Salin, 2018) found that a majority of the included studies point
to women being the most exposed. However, there are examples
of studies showing men as the most exposed to workplace
bullying (see Salin, 2018; Rosander and Blomberg, 2019). The
results are inconclusive and mixed also when it comes to gender
differences in the consequences of bullying. Some studies have
found stronger effects for women and some stronger effects for
men, while other studies have found no gender differences (for a
review see Salin, 2018). The heterogeneity of the different samples
suggests a search for moderators. One potential moderator is the
way how bullying is measured.
Workplace bullying is defined as systematic negative
treatment of an individual over an extended time in situations
which he or she has difficulties to defend against (Einarsen et al.,
2020). When assessing bullying most studies have used one of two
methods, or both in combination: (a) the self-labelling method,
involving people assessing if they feel they have been victimised
based on their own understanding of the concept of bullying, or
based on a given definition; and (b) the behavioural experience
method, which entails the perception of being exposed to a
range of different bullying behaviours without ever mentioning
bullying (Nielsen et al., 2010b). The most commonly used
inventory is the Negative Acts Questionnaire (NAQ; Einarsen
et al., 2009), but different methods and combinations of methods
have been used in research on workplace bullying. This makes it
challenging to compare different studies, but not necessarily to
compare men and women using the same method and criteria.
A pattern that can be discerned is that a majority of studies
reporting higher bullying rates for women used self-labelling as
method to measure workplace bullying, while studies reporting
higher bullying rates for men, although a lot fewer, typically used
the behavioural experience method (cf. Salin, 2018). Similarly,
with respect to consequences of bullying, it has been suggested
that the measurement method may possibly affect if and what
kind of gender differences are found (Hoel et al., 2004). Thus,
this suggests that the choice of measurement method may be
important when studying the role of gender in bullying.
The vast majority of studies on workplace bullying do not
have a focus on gender or gender differences, and if gender is
part of a study it often has, as Salin (2018) called it, a “genderas-variable approach.” In many studies gender is controlled for
(e.g., Nielsen et al., 2017) adjusting for the possible influence
of gender rather than actively examining it. Some studies have
focussed on gender differences in terms of consequences (e.g.,
Glambek et al., 2018), others on differences in risk or protective
factors, for example, social support (Nielsen et al., 2020a), or
how bullying is construed (Escartín et al., 2011). In this study we
investigated how gender in relation to workplace bullying can be
understood, both in terms of prevalence and consequences for
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GENDER DIFFERENCES IN
WORKPLACE BULLYING
In the uncertainty of the diverse results regarding gender
differences there are, however, indications that women self-label
as bullied to a higher degree than men (Salin, 2003). It has
been argued that one possible reason women are more likely
to self-label as bullied is related to women having lower social
power (Miner and Eischeid, 2012; Salin, 2018). In an unequal
situation, the one in power may try to maintain the inequality
by more or less openly discriminating and using various negative
acts against the less powerful (Sidanius et al., 2004). Studies
have also found that women in a higher managerial position are
more likely to be bullied (Hoel et al., 2001). Salin (2001, 2003)
suggested that there might be a relationship between women
and formal position, that is, women are more often bullied
than men if in a managerial position. A possible explanation
is that because women are in a minority position as managers,
they therefore become more salient and vulnerable. Indications
of this were also reported by Hoel et al. (2001) showing that
almost 16% of female senior managers reported to have been
bullied compared to around 6% for male senior managers. Being
in a minority position at work is something that has been
reported as a possible reason behind higher exposure for men
in women dominated occupations, for example, nursing (Eriksen
and Einarsen, 2004), public servants (Wang and Hsieh, 2015),
and childcare (Lindroth and Leymann, 1993).
Another explanation for a higher level of self-labelling
as bullied could be connected to the job itself. Although
inconclusive support for the phenomenon of a “glass cliff ”
(e.g., Adams et al., 2009; Cook and Glass, 2014; Mulcahy and
Linehan, 2014; Bechtoldt et al., 2019), it might be a contributing
factor to female leaders being vulnerable to bullying. According
to the notion of a glass cliff, female leaders are more likely
to be chosen for positions associated with poor performance
and men more likely to be chosen for positions that are
associated with successful performance (Haslam and Ryan, 2008;
Bruckmüller et al., 2014; Cook and Glass, 2014). This might
entail women to be more vulnerable to criticism due to a
hard task, a high risk of failure and poor conditions. This
could be further enhanced by stereotypes that women are not
suitable for leadership positions (Mulcahy and Linehan, 2014).
According to descriptive gender stereotypes women do not
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method may, of course, also be construed differently. Also,
aspects such as ability to defend oneself if exposed is not normally
part of the measure when using this method, although Rosander
and Blomberg (2019) suggested a measure for that as an addition
to the behavioural experience method. In all, each method has
shortcomings which would speak for using a combination of both
methods when studying bullying and gender.

have the characteristics required to take on a male-typed job
(Heilman, 2001), which could further explain women’s exposure
to bulling. If women are successful in male-typed occupations
they might face derogation and rejection (Heilman, 2001). Also,
women who exhibit stereotypically masculine behaviour and
appearance can be at risk. According to Leskinen et al. (2015)
women who deviated from traditional gender stereotypes were
disproportionately targeted with gender harassment.
The higher likelihood of women self-labelling as bullied is of
course relative. It could as well be construed as a lower likelihood
of men to self-label. A lower tendency to self-label for men could
be understood, in terms of gender role theory (Eagly and Wood,
2016), as a threat to a man’s masculinity if he was to be viewed as
weak and a victim. That and the shame connected to be viewed as
vulnerable (Lewis, 2004) could explain this lower likelihood.
Ólafsson and Jóhannsdóttir (2004) reported a rather high
agreement between reports of self-labelled bullying and exposure
to bullying behaviours (around 85% agreement). That is an
overall estimate (including both men and women). They found
no overall gender difference in self-labelled bullying, however,
men reported being exposed to more bullying behaviours. Gender
differences were discussed in terms of how bullying is construed
and differences in coping strategies. Men were more likely to
confront the bully, while women sought help or support more
often when exposed to bullying behaviours. Whereas Ólafsson
and Jóhannsdóttir (2004) found a high agreement between selflabelling and exposure to bullying behaviours Salin (2001) found
inconsistencies, mainly for lower frequency self-judgements.
Neither Salin (2001) nor Ólafsson and Jóhannsdóttir (2004)
investigated gender differences comparing different methods of
measurement. The current study will extend previous research by
examining gender differences in inconsistencies between ways of
measuring bullying.
In terms of assessing workplace bullying, Nielsen et al. (2012)
concluded that self-labelling as a victim was a better predictor
of subsequent increase in mental health problems, compared
to just being exposed to bullying behaviours. They did not
investigate gender as a possible moderator. Salin (2015) argued
for the use of self-labelling, as it also captures the targets’
judgement about whether they can defend themselves against
the negative acts or feel victimised by the behaviour, something
not captured by the behavioural classification method, otherwise
described as a more objective way of measuring workplace
bullying (Nielsen et al., 2010b). However, studying gender and
bullying only using self-labelling may be problematic in that there
are indications showing gender differences in how bullying is
interpreted (Escartín et al., 2011). Escartín et al. (2011) found that
in their conceptualisations of bullying women were more likely
to include person-related forms of bullying, such as emotional
abuse, and also rated a number of negative acts as more severe
than men did (e.g., social isolation). In a similar vein, Simpson
and Cohen (2004) found that women were more likely to perceive
certain behaviours as threatening compared to men. Based on
this, if there are gender differences in how bullying is construed,
using the self-labelling method, men and women would answer
slightly different questions, or at least on a different scale. The
specific negative acts covered by the behavioural experience
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GENDER DIFFERENCES IN
CONSEQUENCES OF WORKPLACE
BULLYING
The consequences of being bullied have been widely studied. In a
meta-analysis based on almost 80 independent samples and about
140,000 participants Nielsen and Einarsen (2012) showed robust
evidence for negative consequences of workplace bullying, for
example, regarding mental health. Workplace bullying is a strong
social stressor, so it is not surprising that there are consequences
(Hauge et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 2012). Whether there are
gender differences for these consequences is less certain. As with
studies on the prevalence, although not as many, some studies
show no gender differences, while others do (Salin, 2018). An
example showing gender differences for the outcome is a study
by Glambek et al. (2018) who investigated gender differences
in the association between exposure to bullying behaviours and
neck pain. The level of neck pain was high for women regardless
of exposure to bullying behaviours – for men it increased
significantly with exposure and for high levels of bullying the
baseline differences in pain was nullified. As mentioned above
a managerial position can be precarious for women in terms of
exposure to bullying behaviours. Such a position can also have
an impact on the consequences of uncivil treatment for women.
Holmvall and Sobhani (2019) showed that although no gender
difference in exposure was found, the consequences in terms of,
for example, enthusiasm and feeling at ease was lower for women
than men when exposed.
Looking at mental health problems there seem to be some
gender differences. Hoel et al. (2004) showed that the risk for
mental health consequences differ between men and women
depending on the type of bullying behaviour one is exposed to.
For men there were a five to six times increased risk when exposed
to behaviours such as persistent criticism and being ignored
or excluded. For women the corresponding risks were found
for negative acts such as hints that one should quit one’s job,
being pressured to not claim things one is entitled to, or having
allegations made against oneself. In a 5-year prospective study
Einarsen and Nielsen (2015) found mental health consequences
still lingering long after a target had been exposed to bullying
behaviours. However, this was the case only for men who
reported a fourfold risk of psychological distress 5 years later.
There were no gender differences for the association between
self-labelled bullying and mental health in this study.
In terms of criteria for bullying, and of discrepancies in
exposure to bullying behaviours and self-labelling, Vie et al.
(2011) showed that there are negative consequences of exposure
to bullying behaviours regardless if it is labelled as bullying or not.
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Rosander and Blomberg (2019) showed that already those in risk
of being bullied, that is, people that are not exposed on a weekly
basis and do not self-label as bullied, but still are the target of a
number of negative acts at least now and then, report more health
and mental health problems than those who are not bullied.
There are a number of studies that not only have found
an association between bullying and subsequent mental health
problems, but also findings indicating a reversed relationship,
that is, that mental health problems predict subsequent exposure
to bullying behaviours (Finne et al., 2011; Nielsen and Einarsen,
2012, 2018; Einarsen and Nielsen, 2015). The reasons for this
reversed causality could be that, for example, someone that is
depressed views the world more negatively and thereby also
evaluates their interactions with others more negatively (Kompier
and Taris, 2011). It could also be that a person that has
mental health problems cannot always meet the expectations of
colleagues or managers and may therefore be at risk of negative
treatment (Einarsen, 2000). The reversed relationship has not
previously been investigated from a gender perspective, so the
current study will add new knowledge to what is known about
this relationship.

of 2017 (n = 1854) and follow-up data (T2) in the Spring of
2019 (n = 1096). Only those responding at T1 were invited to
participate at T2. For research question 1 (reported prevalence)
all respondents responding at T1 were included. However, for
research questions 2 and 3 only the 1096 people that responded
both times were included. At baseline, women made up 57%
of the sample, and at follow up 58%. The majority had some
university or college education (52%; men 42%, women 60%);
44% had 10–12 years of education (men 51%, women 37%), while
the rest (4%; men 7%, women 3%) had 9 years or less. About
half of the participants (52%) had at least one child (men 54%,
women 50%); 54% were married (men 53%, women 55%); 14%
had some kind of managerial or supervisory position (men 18%,
women 12%). The mean age was 49.3 years (SD = 10.0), exactly
the same for men and women in the sample. There were some
significant differences between men and women in the sample—
-women were more highly educated, χ2 (2) = 39.8, p < 0.001,
but not as many were in a managerial or supervisory position,
χ2 (1) = 9.6, p = 0.002, and the mean income was considerably
lower for women. The mean yearly income for women was 384
thousand Swedish krona (tSEK), SD = 150, and for men 493 tSEK,
SD = 254, t(1094) = 8.9, p < 0.001.

AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Measures
Workplace bullying was measured using both a self-labelling
method based on a definition and a behavioural experience
method. The self-labelling method consisted of one item asking
respondents if they had been bullied at work during the past
6 months. The question came right after a definition of bullying
saying that “Bullying occurs when a person, systematically over
time, is subjected to negative treatment by one or more persons,
in situations where the victim has difficulties defending him- or
herself.” Added to that it was pointed out that “It is not bullying
if two equally strong people are in conflict with each other.”
Answers were given on a five-point scale from Never, Now and
then, Monthly, Weekly, and Daily. The question is part of the
PSYWEQ questionnaire (Rosander and Blomberg, 2018, 2019;
Blomberg and Rosander, 2020). A few pages before the selflabel question we incorporated the Negative Acts Questionnaire–
Revised (NAQ–R; Einarsen et al., 2009) in the PSYWEQ. The
NAQ–R consists of 22 negative behaviours one can be exposed
to at work covering both work- and person-related acts, and uses
the same frequency scale as the single-item self-labelling question
described above. Cronbach’s alpha for the NAQ–R was.89 at T1,
and.90 at T2. In this study, when categorising bullying, we used
the cut-off score for the NAQ–R suggested by Notelaers and
Einarsen (2013) in which the lower cut-off, “Occasional bullying,”
is the NAQ–R sum score equal to or larger than 33. Self-labelling
as bullied at least now and then was used as the cut-off for the
self-labelling method.
Mental health was measured using the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS; Zigmond and Snaith, 1983). The HADS
consists of 14 items, half of which measures anxiety and half
depression symptoms, on a scale from 0 to 3. A sample item
is “I feel cheerful” with possible responses from “Not at all” to
“Most of the time”. Cronbach’s alpha for the HADS was 0.90 at
T1 and 0.89 at T2.

The aim of this study was to longitudinally investigate gender
differences in workplace bullying. We studied inconsistences
between two ways of reporting exposure (self-labelling vs.
behavioural experience), as well as how gender and measurement
method affected the relationship between workplace bullying and
mental health. The research questions were:
(1) Are there gender differences in the reported prevalence
of bullying and are there (gendered) differences and
inconsistencies when comparing self-labelled bullying and
the behavioural experience method?
(2) Are there gender differences in the association between (a)
reported self-labelled bullying, and (b) reported exposure
to bullying behaviours at baseline, and mental health
problems at follow-up (18 months later)?
(3) Are there gender differences for reversed causality, that
is, the association between mental health problems at
baseline and (a) reported self-labelled bullying, and
(b) reported exposure to bullying behaviours at follow-up
(18 months later)?

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design and Sample
The study had a longitudinal design with two measurement
points about 18 months apart. It was a probability sample
out of a population of all 3.3 million people in Sweden 18–
65 years old working at workplaces with ten or more employees.
The sample was drawn by the government agency Statistics
Sweden1 . The baseline data (T1) were collected in the Autumn
1

https://www.scb.se/en
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the dependant variable. We then compared the results to
analyses where we adjusted for mental health and controlling
for education, income, and managerial position. If there were no
differences regarding the independent variable and interaction
when adding the control variables only the results from the first
analysis was reported (Becker, 2005).

Demographic variables included gender, education, income,
and managerial position. Gender (man or woman) was
taken directly from the Swedish population register, meaning
respondents did not have the possibility to self-categorise as
‘other’ or differently from their legal gender. Education was
a classification taken from the population register of Sweden
consisting of eight levels of education, less than 9 years,
9–10 years, 11–12 years, 1 year at the university, 2 years at
the university, 3 years at the university, four or more years at
the university, and as the eighth and final category, doctoral
education. Similarly, income (operationalised as yearly income)
was taken from the population register of Sweden. The variable
Managerial position was a question in the PSYWEQ (Rosander
and Blomberg, 2018) asking respondents if they had some kind of
managerial or supervisory position at work (Yes/No). The reason
for including position was that women often are in a minority
position when in a supervisor or managerial position and thereby
possibly at higher risk of being bullied (Salin, 2001). As shown
above there were significant differences between men and women
in the sample regarding education, income and position.

Ethical Considerations
The project was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board
at Linköping University, Sweden. Protocol number: 2017/33632. All participant information was handled only by Statistics
Sweden. Statistics Sweden sent out the questionnaires, however,
they did not handle any of the responses. The research group
handled the responses but had only access to a code for each
individual to ensure anonymity of the participants. The invitation
to participate included information on research ethics, that
participation was voluntary, that all aspects of the study was
handled with confidentiality, and that participants had the right
to withdraw even if already having sent in the answers (together
with information on how to do that).

Statistical Analyses
All analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS version 26. In
order to test inconsistencies in responses across self-labelled
bullying and behavioural experiences methods we used McNemar
tests. When only focussing on the inconsistent cases we tested
gender differences using a χ2 -test. When investigating gender
as a moderator Hayes’ PROCESS macro for SPSS (version
3.4) was used (Hayes, 2018). We adjusted for the baseline
of the dependent variable in all moderation analysis to more
clearly show the causal order. The differences between men
and women for the demographic variables (education, income
and managerial position) and differences in mental health in
a study on gender need to be handled with care. If merely
controlling for variables that also constitute important differences
in a gendered perspective, we would remove variance connected
to these aspects and at the same time risk inflating biological
differences (Spector and Brannick, 2011; Becker et al., 2016).
As recommended by Becker et al. (2016) we did the analyses
first without the control variables except for the baseline of

RESULTS
In Table 1 the means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations
for all study variables are presented (for the dichotomous
variables and self-labelled bullying, proportions are presented).
Of the respondents at T1 (n = 1849), 7% self-labelled as bullied
at least now and then (8% women and 6% men, the difference
was not significant). Using the behavioural experience method,
17% scored over the lower cut-off score at 33 of the NAQ–
R suggested by Notelaers and Einarsen (2013) (14% women
and 21% men). This difference between women and men was
significant, χ2 (1) = 15.7, p < 0.001.
Of the women who self-labelled as bullied (at least now
and then) at T1 37% were not bullied according to the lower
cut-off score of the NAQ–R. Their mean NAQ–R score was
27.9 (SD = 3.3). For men who self-labelled as bullied the
corresponding percentage was 22% (NAQ–R mean = 28.2,
SD = 2.1). Of those scoring over the lower cut-off score

TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics and intercorrelations for the variables of the study (n = 1096).
Mean
(1) Gender

SD

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

58% women

(2) Education

4.72

1.72

0.15***

(3) Income†

429

207

−0.26***

0.33***

−0.09**

0.12***

(4) Position

3.

14% managers

(5) HADS T1

0.63

0.47

0.08**

(6) HADS T2

0.61

0.45

(7) NAQ T1

1.25

(8) NAQ T2

1.20

0.45***

0.02

−0.09**

−0.07*

0.07*

−0.00

−0.08**

−0.08*

0.68***

0.33

−0.06*

−0.00

−0.06*

−0.02

0.48***

0.35***

0.30

−0.05

−0.01

−0.00

0.38***

0.44***

0.60***

−0.04

−0.09**

−0.07*

0.19***

0.11***

0.29***

0.16***

−0.01

−0.00

0.00

0.15***

0.20***

0.24***

0.33***

(9) Bullying T1

5% bullied

(10) Bullying T2

5% bullied

0.06*
−0.02

0.02

Bullying is self-labelled bullying, proportion is self-labelling as bullied at least now and then.
***p < 0.001.
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† Yearly

0.29***

income in thousands of Swedish krona (SEK).*p < 0.05 **p < 0.01
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for the NAQ-R, 10% of the women did not self-label as
bullied (NAQ–R mean = 37.6, SD = 5.7). The corresponding
percentage for men was 17% (NAQ–R mean = 38.6, SD = 7.4).
McNemar tests for inconsistency regarding self-labelling and the
behavioural experience method of measuring bullying showed
inconsistencies for both women, χ2 (1) = 31.2, p < 0.001, and
men, χ2 (1) = 95.8, p < 0.001. However, only focussing on
those who reported inconsistencies showed a significantly larger
percentage of women (24%) than men (9%) self-labelling as
bullied, but not being over the lower cut-off of the NAQ–R,
χ2 (1) = 10.9, p = 0.001. For the reverse – over the cutoff of the NAQ–R, but not self-labelling as bullied – there
were no statistically significant gender differences although
a somewhat larger percentage of men than women showed
this inconsistency.

Gender, Bullying, and Mental Health
Problems
Moderation analyses were conducted to determine the
interaction between bullying at baseline and gender with
regard to mental health at follow-up. First, the interaction
between self-labelled bullying and gender (Table 4), and then the
same analysis, but with exposure to bullying behaviour instead of
self-labelled bullying as independent variable. Both analyses were
repeated adding education, income, and position as controls
for comparison with the original analysis. An analysis adjusting
for baseline mental health showed that gender moderated
the association between level of self-labelled bullying at T1
and mental health at T2 (b = –0.19; 95% CI –0.34, –0.05). As
displayed in Figure 2, men reported a decrease in mental health
at follow-up (b = 0.13; 95% CI 0.01, 0.26) whereas there for
women was no association between self-labelled bullying at
baseline and mental health at follow-up (b = –0.06; 95% CI –0.13,
0.01). The result of the repeated analysis showed an essentially
identical result. The second analysis, in which the independent
variable was exposure to bullying behaviours at T1 instead of
self-labelled bullying, showed no significant interaction between
exposure to bullying behaviours at baseline and gender with
regard to mental health at follow-up adjusting for mental health
at baseline (Table 5). There was no gender difference, and no
direct effect of baseline exposure to bullying behaviours on
mental health at follow-up. The zero-order correlation between
baseline exposure to bullying behaviours and mental health at
follow-up 18 months later was significant (r = 0.35, p < 0.001).
Regardless of exposure to workplace bullying, women
reported a higher level of mental health problems, both at
baseline, t(1089) = –2.63, p = 0.009; the mean for men was 0.59
(SD = 0.46) and for women 0.67 (SD = 0.48), and at follow-up,
t(1081) = –2.20, p = 0.028; the mean for men was 0.57 (SD = 0.44)
and for women 0.64 (SD = 0.46).
Next, we turn to investigate the reversed causality, that is,
the association between mental health problems at baseline
and bullying at follow-up. First, predicting self-labelling at T2
adjusting for self-labelling at baseline (see Table 6) showed
that gender moderated the association (b = –0.09; 95%
CI –0.17, –0.01). In Figure 3 the association for men and
women is presented. For men, there was a significant association
(b = 0.11; 95% CI 0.05, 0.17), whereas for women the association
was not significant (b = 0.02; 95% CI –0.03, 0.07). Repeating
the analysis adding education, income, and position as controls
showed an essentially identical result. Second, when predicting
exposure to bullying behaviours at follow-up adjusting for the
exposure at baseline gender was not a moderator (Table 7).
There was a significant direct effect of mental health problems
at baseline on the exposure to bullying behaviours at follow-up
(b = 0.10; 95% CI 0.05, 0.15). Also the zero-order correlation for
this association was significant (r = 0.38, p < 0.001).

Gender and the Association Between the
Two Methods of Measurement
Possible gendered differences between the self-labelling and the
behavioural experience methods were tested using moderation
analyses. First, the association between self-labelled bullying at
baseline and exposure to bullying behaviours at follow-up, then
the reverse association. In both analyses gender was added as a
moderator investigating the interaction with the predictor.
In a moderation analysis controlling for baseline exposure to
bullying behaviours (Table 2), gender significantly moderated
the association between self-labelled bullying at baseline and
exposure to bullying behaviours at follow-up (b = –0.22; 95%
CI –0.33, –0.12). In Figure 1 this interaction is presented showing
a significant positive interaction for men (b = 0.16; 95% CI 0.06,
0.25) while the association for women was negative (b = –0.06;
95% CI –0.12, –0.01). This analysis was repeated also controlling
for education, income, position, and mental health at baseline—
-as all four variables showed significant differences between men
and women, but the results were essentially identical. This is why
only the results of the first analysis is presented in Table 2 as
suggested by Becker (2005).
We also investigated whether the reversed condition, that is, if
gender moderated the association between exposure to bullying
behaviours at baseline and self-labelled bullying at follow-up
adjusting for self-labelled bullying at baseline. The results showed
a significant direct effect of exposure to bullying behaviours at
baseline on self-labelled bullying at follow-up (b = 0.20; 95% CI
0.12, 0.28), but no significant interaction (Table 3). We repeated
the analysis also controlling for education, income, position, and
mental health at baseline. The result was essentially identical.

TABLE 2 | Moderation analysis predicting exposure to bullying behaviours at T2.

Self-labelled bullying (T1)

b

SE b

95% CI b
p < 0.001

0.16

0.05

[0.06; 0.25]

Gender

–0.01

0.01

[–0.04; 0.02]

p = 0.529

Self-labelled bullying
(T1) × Gender

–0.22

0.05

[–0.33; –0.12]

p < 0.001

0.54

0.02

[0.50; 0.59]

p < 0.001

NAQ–R (T1)

DISCUSSION
This study examined workplace bullying and mental health
longitudinally from a gender perspective. The use of two different

Dependent variable: NAQ–R (T2).
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FIGURE 1 | The interaction between self-labelled bullying at T1 and gender with regard to exposure to bullying behaviours at T2, n = 1089.

measurements of bullying provided data on inconsistencies
comparing the two methods as well as gender differences
with regard to mental health at follow-up. First of all, the
findings showed gender differences in prevalence depending
on the way bullying was measured. For self-labelling there
were no significant gender differences (although a slightly

higher percentage of women were bullied). However, using the
behavioural experience method men reported being significantly
more exposed to bullying behaviours than women. There were
also gendered inconsistencies comparing results from the selflabelling and behavioural experience methods. Almost a quarter
of the women who self-labelled as bullied did not report being
exposed to bullying behaviours enough to be categorised as
bullied using the lower cut-off score of the NAQ–R. For men
less than one in ten showed this inconsistency. The reverse
inconsistency, reporting being exposed to bullying behaviours
over the cut-off score of the NAQ–R while not self-labelling as
bullied showed no gender differences. Finding inconsistencies
is not unique to the current study, for example, Nielsen
et al. (2009) showed that in their sample about 7% answered
inconsistently – about 4% were exposed to bullying behaviours,
but did not feel bullied, and almost 3% felt bullied, but were
not exposed according to the criterion used in their study of
at least two weekly negative acts. However, they did not study
gender differences.
At first glance maybe an explanation in terms of women
being more sensitive and therefore experience being bullied to a
higher degree, although being exposed to bullying behaviour to
a lesser degree than men, would be tempting. Previous research
has shown that in line with social power theory, both women and
ethnic minority members, who tend to have both lower power
and occupy lower positions in the organisational hierarchy, may

TABLE 3 | Moderation analysis predicting self-labelled bullying at T2.
b

SE b

95% CI b

NAQ–R (T1)

0.21

0.04

[0.13; 0.29]

p < 0.001

Gender

0.00

0.02

[–0.03; 0.04]

p = 0.865

NAQ–R (T1) × Gender

0.03

0.06

[–0.08; –0.14]

p = 0.636

Self-labelled bullying (T1)

0.21

0.03

[0.14; 0.27]

p < 0.001

Dependent variable: Self-labelled bullying (T2).

TABLE 4 | Moderation analysis predicting mental health problems at T2.
b

SE b

Self-labelled bullying (T1)

0.13

0.07

[0.01; 0.26]

p = 0.039

Gender

0.01

0.02

[–0.03; 0.05]

p = 0.529

–0.19

0.07

[–0.34; –0.05]

p = 0.010

0.66

0.02

[0.62; 0.70]

p < 0.001

Self-labelled bullying (T1) × Gender
HADS (T1)

95% CI b

Dependent variable: HADS (T2).
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FIGURE 2 | The interaction between self-labelled bullying at T1 and gender with regard to mental health problems at T2, n = 1076.

feel more intimidated and stressed by negative acts at work
(Cortina et al., 2002; Salin, 2018). Lower power may thus sensitise
a person to perceived threats (Anderson and Berdahl, 2002;
Keltner et al., 2003). Another explanation would be looking at
the propensity of men to acknowledge being a victim. Based
on gender role theory (Eagly and Wood, 2016) this perceived

weakness could be construed as a threat to one’s masculinity.
As Lewis (2004) pointed out there is shame connected to
showing signs of vulnerability. The stronger association for
men between self-labelling at baseline and exposure to bullying
behaviours in our results could be understood as different
thresholds for men and women for when acknowledging to
oneself that a negative treatment actually is bullying. It takes
more for a man to acknowledge weakness, and when he does it
corresponds to a higher level of exposure to negative behaviours.
A different threshold for men and women could also be viewed
as a difference in interpretation. Escartín et al. (2011) showed
gender differences in how bullying is conceptualised, men
and women including different aspects of bullying and also
rating the severity differently. Also, Simpson and Cohen (2004)
showed gender differences in what is experienced as threatening.
The stronger association between self-labelled bullying and
subsequent reported exposure to bullying behaviours in our
results is consistent with this difference in conceptualisation.
Differences in self-labelled bullying could also be found in men’s
responses to exposure to negative behaviours. According to social
power theory men have a higher social power, which could imply
that men in general have a better chance to stop unwanted
negative behaviours directed at them, and thereby do not see
themselves as victims of bullying to the same degree. Ólafsson
and Jóhannsdóttir (2004) found that men more often confronted
the bully, however, this does not say men are more successful in

TABLE 5 | Moderation analysis predicting mental health problems at T2.
b

SE b

95% CI b

NAQ–R (T1)

0.07

0.05

[–0.03; 0.16]

p = 0.156

Gender

0.02

0.02

[–0.02; 0.06]

p = 0.353

–0.03

0.06

[–0.15; 0.09]

p = 0.613

0.64

0.02

[0.59; 0.69]

p < 0.001

NAQ–R (T1) × Gender
HADS (T1)

Dependent variable: HADS (T2).

TABLE 6 | Moderation analysis predicting self-labelled bullying at T2.

HADS (T1)

b

SE b

95% CI b

0.11

0.03

[0.05; 0.17]

p = 0.002

Gender

–0.01

0.02

[–0.05; 0.02]

p = 0.459

HADS (T1) × Gender

–0.09

0.04

[–0.17; –0.01]

p = 0.024

0.30

0.03

[0.25; 0.36]

p < 0.001

Self-labelled bullying (T1)

Dependent variable: Self-labelled bullying (T2).
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FIGURE 3 | The interaction between mental health problems at T1 and gender with regard to self-labelled bullying at T2, n = 1075.

stopping the behaviours. This calls for more research—if there are
gender differences not only in the actions taken against bullies,
but also what the consequences of these actions are.
Another explanation for the discrepancy between self-labelled
bullying and exposure to bullying behaviours could be that
women include more types of negative acts when self-labelling,
such as, for example, sexual harassment and discrimination, and
may be more exposed to those types of negative treatments
(Nielsen et al., 2010a). As those are not covered in the NAQ–R
it is not reflected in the score of exposure to bullying behaviours.
However, that cannot explain that there was no association
between self-labelled bullying and mental health problems at
follow-up for women. If self-labelling would include more
negative acts than those captured by NAQ–R the consequences
would be as severe or worse also for women.
It is interesting to note that in terms of how the two
methods of measuring bullying compare over time, self-labelling

as bullied at baseline had a significant positive association to
exposure to bullying behaviours at follow-up for men, whereas
women actually had a significant negative association. A negative
association means a decreasing risk for bullying 18 months
later as measured by the behavioural experience method. This
could be understood in terms of a higher help-seeking tendency
among women when exposed to workplace bullying (Ólafsson
and Jóhannsdóttir, 2004). Once a woman self-labels as bullied
she may thus be more likely to seek help, resulting in an actual
reduction in bullying behaviour. Ólafsson and Jóhannsdóttir also
noted differences in coping strategies where men were more
likely to confront the bully, while women more often applied for
transfer or reported in sick.
Many studies have shown negative consequences of workplace
bullying for both men and women in terms of, for example,
mental health problems (Nielsen and Einarsen, 2012). In
this study we have examined gender differences in this
regard – differences in exposure to workplace bullying and the
consequences in terms of subsequent mental health problems.
The results showed a positive association between self-labelled
bullying at baseline and mental health problems at followup 18 months later, but only for men. For women there
was no significant association, but a higher overall level of
mental health problems compared to men. Continuing the
reasoning from above, this difference could be understood in
terms of a higher threshold for self-labelled bullying for men,
that is, it takes more exposure for a man to admit to being

TABLE 7 | Moderation analysis predicting exposure to bullying behaviours at T2.
b

SE b

95% CI b

0.10

0.03

[0.05; 0.15]

p < 0.001

Gender

–0.02

0.01

[–0.04; 0.01]

p = 0.268

HADS (T1) × Gender

–0.04

0.03

[–0.10; 0.02]

p = 0.181

0.49

0.03

[0.44; 0.54]

p < 0.001

HADS (T1)

NAQ–R (T1)

Dependent variable: NAQ–R (T2).
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found. This points to the importance of combining both
measurement methods (cf. Nielsen et al., 2020b). Whereas the
behavioural checklist method fails to identify whether targets
feel victimised by the acts reported, self-labelling may lead to
underestimation because of unwillingness to label as a victim.
This points to the importance of including both methods to get
a fuller picture.
In particular, there seems to be a higher threshold for
men to admit being the victim of bullying. It has possible
consequences in the present, in the bullying situation, but
more importantly consequences for later well-being. The results
showed an association between self-labelling as bullied and
later mental health problems, but only for men. The higher
threshold for men could also mean that they seek help later
on in the process, if at all. When finally coming to terms with
being a victim of bullying it could be too late in many cases
as workplace bullying is understood as an escalating process.
The severity of the consequences is high already at lower
levels of exposure and increase as the bullying process escalate
(Rosander and Blomberg, 2019).

bullied. For the same score of self-labelled bullying, the level
of exposure to bullying behaviours is higher for men, and the
consequences are more serious. Our results are similar to a
study of neck pain by Glambek et al. (2018) who also only
found an association for men, and a higher level for women
regardless of exposure to bullying. Why the consequences for
women in terms of mental health problems in our study did
not show any association with baseline self-labelled bullying is
not clear. In light of the vast number of studies showing an
overall positive association between bullying and mental health
problems, a positive, but maybe smaller positive association
would be expected also for women in this study. Smaller, due
to the fact that women reported higher levels of mental health
problems overall.
There were gender differences in the association between
bullying and subsequent mental health problems, but only when
using the self-labelling method. For the behavioural experience
method there were no significant gender differences for this
association (overall r = 0.35). This could mean the differences
found for self-labelling are due to a difference in scale, that is, a
difference in how the concept of bullying is interpreted by men
and by women (Escartín et al., 2011). However, as Hoel et al.
(2004) showed, exposure to different bullying behaviours may
have different consequences for men and women. In our study
there were no big variations in the kind of bullying behaviours
men and women reported. Hoel et al. (2004) found, for example,
exclusion to result in more severe consequences for men, and
getting allegations would be more damaging for women, none of
which showed gender differences in our data.
Looking at the reversed causality, that is, the association
between mental health problems at baseline and bullying at
follow-up, the results also showed gender differences. As before,
there were no gender differences in this association for the
behavioural experience method, but there was a significant direct
effect (b = 0.10, p < 0.001). However, using the self-labelling
method there were gender differences. The results showed that
the association between mental health problems at baseline and
subsequent self-labelled bullying only was significant for men.
The suggested reasons for the reversed relationship involve
a more negative evaluation of things that happen to oneself
(Kompier and Taris, 2011). Such an evaluation could include
interpreting negative behaviours as bullying more easily. It has
also been suggested that mental health problems could result in
difficulties to live up to expectations at work, both social and
task related (Nielsen and Einarsen, 2018). The former explanation
does not really imply any gender differences; however, the
latter may be a way to understand our results. In terms of
gender role theory (Eagly and Wood, 2016) expectations on
appropriate behaviours at work differs for men and women,
and being weak and vulnerable having mental health problems
may to a larger degree violate the expectations of what it means
to be a man and could possibly trigger others’ aggressive or
excluding behaviours.

Strengths, Limitations and Suggestions
for Further Research
A strength of this study is that it is based on a probability
sample of the Swedish workforce drawn from the total population
of about 3.3 million people working at workplaces of ten
or more people. The use of a two-step strategy when it
comes to the moderation analyses was also a strength. First,
running the analysis only adjusting for the baseline of the
dependent variable to clarify the causal order, then repeating
the analysis with education, income, position, and mental
health at baseline as controls. This allowed us to evaluate the
results without risking inflating the biological differences, but
at the same time show that the result remained essentially
the same also when controlling for a number of demographic
variables differentiating men and women. While variables
such as gender and income were taken directly from the
population register of Sweden, most measures of the study
were self-report measures which may have influenced the
results. However, alternative methods such as, for example,
observational methods or peer nomination methods, would
impose problems (Cowie et al., 2002) – both regarding
accuracy as it involves highly subjective phenomena, as well
as, possible ethical issues. It is also likely that others only
hold limited information about another person’s exposure to
workplace bullying and mental health, or may be part of
the problem being bullies themselves (Salin and Notelaers,
2018). In terms of self-labelled bullying, the self-report is also
something that is used as a way to understand the result as
previous studies have shown gender differences in how workplace
bullying is construed.
This study provides novel insights into the role of gender in
workplace bullying. However, it also raises new questions. For
instance, bullying has been described as an escalating process
(Einarsen, 2000). However, it remains open if the escalation
process looks the same for men and women. If there are gender

Practical Implications
This study illustrates that the method used to measure bullying
affects the results obtained and in particular gender differences
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differences, are they similar across different levels of bullying?
That is beyond the scope of this study but would be a welcome
addition to and continuation of the current study.
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